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escapism as it must seem in the world. The destiny of the Kingdom is
secure. Soon the Millennium will come, and by and by the knowledge of God
will cover the earth as the waters cover the sea. As this change is effected,
art will change accordingly. The members of the Church who are artists will
more and more realize the significance of the covenants they make by baptism
and in the temples in relation to the use of their talents. The Gospel truths
as they become better understood will stimulate a fresh awareness of the
value inherent in all things. The artists will point out this value for man-
kind. In playing this new role, their work will be produced sacramentally
as a free act of praise and be dedicated to the upbuilding of the Kingdom of
God on earth. And Glory be! All those old masters who desired to paint
sacramentally for Christ were justified after all. How good it will be to
shake their hands — and also the hands of those modern artists who sounded
the alarm in the dark — and all hands who receive it when the light comes on.

ART AND BELIEF: A CRITIQUE
Douglas Hill

The recent exhibit of paintings by Mormon artists held at the Salt Lake
City Public Library was not, as many people hoped or expected, a confirma-
tion of what might be called a Mormon style. The painters, if I understand
their intentions correctly, were interested in expressing individual belief rather
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than religious consensus. The brochure describing the exhibit states that the
work reflects "personal approaches to the expression of their [the artists']
beliefs." But because the artists were painting within the same framework
of convictions one would, nevertheless, expect a consensus of sorts. There
needen't be prior agreement for artists to produce a religiously or philosophi-
cally similar art. If they have common grounds for belief, certain similarities
are unavoidable, as long as each individual responds honestly to his own
belief and experience. If art is created as an act of religious devotion, the
devotion grows out of parallel, not divergent, concepts of God.

I do not think that the sincerity of devotion in these paintings is in ques-
tion. Nor is the quality of the art itself, at least for my purposes. Many of
the paintings were undeniably good. What I did find central to this exhibit
is the question: Do these paintings represent the emergence of a Mormon
tradition in art?

Unless this question can be answered in the affirmative, the show was no
more, no less, than a collection of paintings by artists who are incidentally
members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Furthermore, if
this is the case, the exhibit should not have called attention to the religious
affiliation of the artists. It is one thing to identify artists with a locale or a
school, quite something else to identify them with a religion which would
specifically shape the style and content of art.

However, the shaping force of Mormonism seemed to be absent from these
paintings in general. But then the exhibit was small, the range of styles and
subjects rather wide: abstracts by Larry Prestwich, poem-paintings by Dennis
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